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The Institute of Applied Dynamics (LTD) in the Department of Mechanical Engineering of the Friedrich-
Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg (FAU), is offering at the earliest possible time, positions for

doctoral researcher

with topics related to

soft robotics and optimal control

subject
Due to superior performances in completing complex tasks and safe interaction with the environment, soft
robotics (e.g the soft robotic grasper as shown in the figure) are highly demanded in industry and daily life.
The movement and action of soft robotics rely on soft actuators (e.g. dielectric elastomer actuators) inserted
in flexible multibody systems. Computational simulation of the dielectric elastomer actuated flexible multibody
systems plays a key role in the design of soft robotics. Based on our in-house developed platforms for forward
dynamics simulation and optimal control simulation, this position will focus on the development of more
efficient and intelligent models via model reduction and possibly machine learning approaches.

Machine learning enhanced model reduction for the simulation and optimal control of artificial muscles

composed of six series-connected revolute joints, equipped with a total of twelve artificial muscles.
A rest-to-rest optimal control problem is solved to bring the elephant trunk quickly into a specified
steady state while avoiding oscillations. The results are compared to the trajectories obtained in
[Schl 18], where a very simple actuator model is used that totally ignores muscle bending. The
electric potential, the contact force and the motion of the dynamic system will be output from
simulations and used in the validation. As another application, a soft robotic gripper (see Fig. 8(c))
will be considered. The flexible fingers fixed on the rigid palm of the gripper are modelled as DEA
beams and the object is modelled as a rigid sphere. In this example, a complementarity problem
representing the contact model between the fingers and the object will be formulated and solved.

WP3.B Artificial muscle actuated elbow joint Based on previous works on biomechanics of the human
upper extremity [Maas 13, Penn 19], the use of stacked dielectric elastomers as a replacement for
skeletal muscles is investigated. The elbow joint connecting upper arm and forearm is represented
by a revolute joint and actuated by several muscles. The artificial muscle actuated system is com-
pared to a real arm in terms of achievable forces and range of motion using also measurement data
from the in-house motion lab facility. Thereby, requirements on the artificial muscle geometry and
material behaviour are discussed. Suitable artificial muscle insertion points and muscle dimensions
(e.g. thickness) are identified. In the long run, this model yields the possibility to investigate the
requirements on artificial muscles to replace skeletal muscle functionality.
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Figure 8: (a) Revolute joint, (b) elephant trunk and (c) soft robotic gripper.

Work steps and schedule

Table 1 shows the temporally sorted work plan for the two years project. First, the reduced order
modelling of beam dynamics enhanced by machine learning will be developed in WP1. Then, the
optimal control problem for the DEA beam will be formulated and implemented using the machine
learning based DEA beam model in WP2, and simple applications will be investigated for validation. In
WP3, the developed the developed DEA beam model will be used in real-world problems to represent
artificial muscles.

year WP1.A WP1.B WP1.C WP2.A WP2.B WP2.C WP3.A WP3.B

1/2 X X

2/2 X X X X

3/2 X X X X

4/2 X X X

Table 1: Work steps for two years.
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qualifications

• highly motivated applicants with qualifications in engineering, mathematics, physics, computer science
or similar fields are invited

• knowledge in dynamics, programming (Matlab, Python, C++) and finite element method

• experiences in model order reduction and machine learning are desirable

• good written and verbal communication skills in English (German desirable)

We offer a stimulating, interdisciplinary research environment within an enthusiastic and diverse team. The
FAU emphatically invites qualified female researchers to apply. Severely disabled applicants with equal aptitude
will be given preferential consideration.

Remuneration is based on the collective agreement for civil servants in Germany (TV-L). Please send your
application with the usual documents (CV, degree certificates, short summary of research interests, possibly
references and publications list), via e-mail in pdf-format to:

Hanna Mahmud-Munir
hanna.mahmud-munir@fau.de

doctoral researcher February 7, 2023
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